Program Portfolio Management Solution.

The oversight to coordinate effective delivery across a portfolio of health programs.

The Program Portfolio Management Solution helps clients manage and improve the performance of their portfolio of health programs, achieving improved outcomes and driving return on investment.

Who is the solution for?

Organizations such as global development and donor agencies, implementation partners, government bodies, and private sector organizations who are actively responsible for coordinating delivery across multiple health programs.

We target the most critical issues

We help our clients gain the relevant oversight of the performance of their portfolio of programs by delivering recommendations on where and how to focus, ultimately enhancing delivery. The solution provides unique insights that facilitate engagement with program leadership, bringing attention to key aspects of performance which may maximize achievement, address issues, and avoid risks. The solution includes:

1. The executive oversight needed to monitor, benchmark and interrogate program performance, focusing critical attention on the return on investment.
2. Embed adaptive management, ensuring the ecosystem of programs, donors, and other relevant stakeholders are constantly engaged in active improvement.
3. Consistent implementation through comparison of activities across program organizations to improve overall program performance.
4. Efficient production and distribution of regular, on-time reporting to maintain consistent expectations across the stakeholder community.

Our Solution

Our staff work to help you design and implement the best possible decision support structures, which drive better dialogue with partners. Our staff deliver change management support, combining training with active mentoring, all delivered via dedicated and embedded resources.

Expertise

Our operational processes and workplans accelerate time to value. Best practice toolkits, connected workflows, templated communications, predictive and prescriptive algorithms and benchmarking models all sustain value and enable on-going delivery.

Accelerators

The Vantage platform serves as a personal virtual “Chief of Staff.” Vantage provides tailored recommendations and supporting evidence, which is coupled with step-by-step guidance in order to enhance the impact of performance management across the program. Technology ensures consistency at scale, delivering value through relevant channels that stimulate stakeholder engagement.

Technology
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Our Approach

We believe in being a true partner to our clients, adopting their mission and objectives, helping evolve their internal capacity and capabilities. Our solution accomplishes this by using a comprehensive and cutting-edge approach that combines our consulting team and our industry expertise with the award-winning Vantage technology platform. Effectively, we are able to engineer client decision-making practices with scale, while delivering consistent execution using Vantage technology.

Project Timelines

Solution implementation typically takes up to three months and is followed by on-going engagement dedicated to ensuring client success.

Maximizing Your Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Executive oversight</th>
<th>Program performance</th>
<th>Adaptive management</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution outputs</td>
<td>Executive control over the levers that increase critical outcomes through constructive dialogue.</td>
<td>Benchmarking enabled best practices, identification and implementation.</td>
<td>Active performance monitoring and a continuous loop of analysis, learning and improved practices.</td>
<td>Automated reporting and distribution, reducing effort and accelerating preparation time from weeks to minutes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decisions support

- What is the overall trajectory towards key endpoints?
- What are most important areas of performance to be addressed in a program?
- How do leaders need to redirect investment or course correct?
- How to leverage experience across the programs?
- How to calibrate program performance to consistent standards?
- How to inspire agility?
- How to identify failure quickly, learn and continue improving?
- How to create and deliver accurate reports efficiently and effectively?
- How to substantially speed up mandatory reporting

Why BroadReach and why Vantage?

BroadReach is a leader in global healthcare and is at the forefront of supporting stakeholders implement and manage donor-funded healthcare programs. Our approach has been developed through nearly two decades of directly implemented large-scale population health programs for USAID PEPFAR, CDC, Global Fund and other funders.

BroadReach has the unique ability to combine proven expertise with technologically enabled processes to configure solutions that meet clients where they are, delivering enhanced performance and efficiency, empowering and magnifying their efforts to impact the populations they serve.